
Converse. Collaborate. Create.

Lively conversations. Versatile collaborations. Innovative creations.

The office becomes a free-style space, an engaging workplace.

People together, sharing ideas and impressions.

Any way encourages open, active teamwork.

enjoy working freely
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Any way series is designed for the office of the new era,

which focuses on mobility, comfort, and design.

While the world has changed dramatically, 

and our workstyle has diversified in just a few years, 

we have always valued the synergy created 

when people come together.

Communication and creativity are accelerated and generated 

when people, space, and furniture move around 

in a positive and dynamic manner.

KOKUYO proposes an office 

“where people want to gather more” with Any way
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Team presentation
Unity drives team collaborations

Small team
Laser focus enhances teamwork

Large team
Enthusiasm fuels discussion

Touch down
Quick encounters generate ideas

Informal communication
Relaxed settings enliven meetings

Open communication
Conversation comes alive

AGILE WORKING
Highly agile and dynamic working style in the office
Flexibly reconfigure the furniture to suit the work at hand and purpose
“Agile working“ any way you want
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Chiar/ High Stool / High Bench / Sofa
※Color image 1st row : Chair, High Stool, High Bench / Color image 2nd row : Sofa
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Table Energy Pole

Mobility
Mobility to change layouts with ease

Design
Simple and beautiful

Sustainability
Environmentally friendly materials and 
manufacturing

Comfort
Comfortable seating and usability

DETAILS
Simple, beautiful, easy to handle Quality pursued in every detail
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Seat structure

Seat cushion

★Antimicrobial performance is for the back plate only. The antimicrobial treated 
portion of this product reduces certain bacteria on the surface,  but does not 
guarantee the prevention of infection. In addition, the antimicrobial treatment is 
not intended to treat or prevent disease.

Thick molded urethane is layered over 
a shell layer with a deep center, which 
provides seating comfort and excellent 
durability.

PP back plate with fungicide
99% reduction of bacteria after 24 hours 
compared to surfaces of products without 
antimicrobial treatment.
Antimicrobial resistance is based on test 
results in accordance with the inter-
national standard ISO 22196.

Small-diameter casters for light movement

The casters are "polyurethane wrapped casters" suitable for hard floors such 
as wood flooring. Rubber casters cannot be attached to this product.
(Do not use on cushion flooring, as it may damage the floor.)

Small-diameter casters in matching color as the main 
body. Free maneuverability supporting your posture.

The seat cushion made of thick molded urethane distributes body pressure.
Combining simple design with spacious seating comfort.

Casual and light design with comfortable usability
A simple chair that matches every scene

Horizontal stacking for easy storage
No need for lifting, smooth movement.
Efficient storage.

Stacked horizontally by flipping up the seat. (Stacking pitch : 250 mm)

★
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Surprising new ideas from quick casual conversations
High Stools and High Benches for open communication

PP back frame with fungicide

High setting for open conversation Under frames for easy carrying

Casters and back frame for enhanced mobility

★Antimicrobial performance is for the back frame only. The antimicrobial 
treated portion of this product reduces certain bacteria on the surface,
but does not guarantee the prevention of infection. In addition, 
the antimicrobial treatment is not intended to treat or prevent disease.

99% reduction of bacteria after 24 hours 
compared to surfaces of products without 
antimicrobial treatment.
Antimicrobial resistance is based on test 
results in accordance with the international 
standard ISO 22196.(High Stool only)

Seat structure
Thick molded urethane is layered over a base
layer with a deep center, which provides 
seating comfort and excellent durability.
(Common specifications for high stools and benches)

A compact high stool and a high bench for multi-
directional seating. 
The height of the stools encourages open interaction.

The high bench is designed with an under frame 
beneath the seat  at both ends, which also functions
as a handle for carrying.

For easy mobility, the high stool comes with small-diameter casters in matching color as the main body.
The simple back frame design is easy to grip and supports standing and sitting.

★
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Frame shape for enhanced mobility

Square shape with casters
Square shaped sofa for easy layout.
Small-diameter casters in matching color as the main
body are on the front side for smooth movement.

The upper part of the frame, which has an arched shape, provides a handle that is easy to grasp when moving.
The back cushion moderately holds and keeps the posture.

Frame shape for enhanced mobility
The back frame is sloped from bottom to 
top. The handles are easy to grasp even 
when placed against a wall. 

Frame shape for enhanced mobility
The back cushion is secured to the seat 
with a fastener, keeping the back cushion 
attached while moving. 

Voluminous presence creates a casual atmosphere
Unit sofa with casters on front side for swift mobility

Soft design
Soft design seat and cushion provide both postural 
support and seating comfort for work.
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<Caution>

move easily due to the characteristics of the product.

depending on the conditions of use compared to melamine tabletop.

Edgeless tabletop

Beamless design with comfortable space

Steel painted finish realizes edgeless 
design.
The entire tabletop is the same color 
with a sense of unity.

Single-sided casters for smooth layout

Reducing interference with legs and chairs, helping to sit comfortably.

Small-diameter casters in matching color as the main body on single-side.
The table can be easily moved by lifting the tabletop to make layout change.

Detailed low-profile top and single-sided casters make light work
Collaboration table for a new era
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Ports for various postures and user-friendly heights

The lamp on the top surface
lights up when power is supplied.

Easy power access for swift work start-up
Simple power pole for all spaces

Slim design for placement by the table
Prevents wiring clutter on the desk and makes 
efficient use of space.

Easy to hold with one hand 
(Weight：2.2kg)

High table（H1000） Middle high table（H720） Middle low table（H620）

▼
▼

▼
▼

▼
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Chair w/armrest

w/Backrest

Table / Rectangle

Table / Trapezoid

High Stool

w/o Backrest

Table / Rectangle

Energy Pole

High Bench

Stool

Table / Square
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PRICE LIST

※Prices are subject to change without prior notice. All prices exclude VAT.

（＋TAX ）

Chair w/armrest

High Stool

High Bench

（＋TAX ）

￥138,000

Stoolw/Backrest w/o Backrest

￥115,000Sofa ￥62,800

￥29,600

4 power 2 power + 2 USB ports

￥39,100Energy Pole

（＋TAX ）

H1000

W1460×D650

ー

W750×D750

ー

W900×D900

ー

W1500×D750

￥144,800

W1800×D900

TrapezoidSquareRectangle

ー

H720 ￥120,200￥94,800￥99,800￥118,800￥136,200

￥40,000

PRICE

￥49,800

￥128,800

■Chair
Back : Polypropylene with antibacterial agent　
Seat  : Polypropylene, Cushion : Molded urethane　
Leg    

■High Stools and Benches
<High Stool> Back frame : Polypropylene with antibacterial agent    Seat/board : Polypropylene　
<High Bench> Seat/Seat board : Molded plywood    Seat/Cushion : Molded Urethane

■Sofa
Back and seat : Polyurethane foam, polyester cotton
Frame : Steel round pipe, baking paint

■Energy Pole

■Tables
Tabletop / 
Leg         / 
Caster    / 
Adjuster / 

The casters are "polyurethane wrapped casters"  suitable for hard floors such as wood flooring.
Rubber casters cannot be attached to this product.
※ Do not use on cushion flooring, as it may damage the floor.

※ 

OTHERS
＜Chair, High Stool, High Bench, Sofa, Table＞

＜Chair, High Stool, High Bench, Sofa, Table, Energy Pole＞

Caster ：

Warranty period ：

Chiar / High Stool / High Bench

Sofa

Table

Energy Pole
（＋TAX ）


